integration with existing systems
no tubes and other things passing the
building envelope

can materials be altered/improved?
heat capacity

easy to mount

envelope and auxiliary

improve existing auxiliary
new wiring, electrical controls

type of storage

sensible, latent, ...

include design of new auxiliary

choice of materials
embodied energy LCA

software for control, ...

material properties

auxiliary heating

solid and/or liquid?
active material
availability

suppliers

containment material

toxicity

internet
specific power
learn from post-installation performance
is partially charging/discharging possible
colleagues

who to talk to?

funding party

power requirements

possible partners

temperature requirments

heat source

pressure

project developing partner

power requirements
demand tool

heat sink

clculator, pencil, paper

temperature requirments
pressure

brain

tool?

application boundary conditions

laboratory
equipment

quantity of heat
energy requirements
space constraints

software

including envelope, ...
weight constraints
logistics

application
energy savings

(summer) heat losses

is there a market

dynamics of process

participants/players
structure

heat exchange method

the market as a whole

Designing a Thermal
Storage Device

location

which auxiliary needed

cost

preferred: circular

talk to energy planners
what about the future picture?

danger of skepticism

what to think of first?

1-5 persons in initial group

is it really needed?
(at least partially) work as group

is it really innovative?

simple and cost-effective

advantage of different viewpoints
optimise going from skepticism to dreaming

ideally I would like to have...
forget about the last 3-4%

coupled to working in a design group

linear or cyclical

personal

selection of materials
what would be best?

short term/long term

very idealistic, future targets as motivation
facilities management

is there something already on the market?

operational constraints

safety

number of cycles

unique selling point

system lifetime

design process

economist

modularisation

chemist
mech eng

choice of materials for components and parts

are reactants circulated?

e.g. polymer experts

separation of reactants

skills needed for proper design

civil engineers

novel manufacturing methods/techniques

training of installers

make your design adaptable to future
advancements (future proof, avoid
obsolescense)

manufacturing skills

LCA

design for manufacture

investment cost

couple design of storage with design of whole system

operational cost

constantly looking for cost-effective
(material) alternatives

dismantling

costs

private or company ownership
material price

include list of remaining problems/risks

manufacturing method

robustness of your design (during
off-design conditions)

pay-back time
subsidies, tax credits, ..
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reduction of complexity

total cost of ownership

make things simple enough for proper management

